Midterm 2 exam Guidelines and rules

Midterm 2 will include material covered in the class from HW set 5 through HW set no. 8

1) Exam is closed book. One sheet of notes (front and back) with equations is allowed. No worked out examples on the note sheet!
2) Exam will be 1 hr and 30 min long, and will consist of multiple choice and true-false questions.
3) You must write your name on the provided space on the first page of the exam sheet fill out the provided scantron sheet. Also, write and mark your name and student ID number on the scantron. Incomplete student identification (missing name or portions of ID number) will result in 10% point deduction from the overall grade of the exam. Turn in both exam sheet and Scantron at the end of the test.
4) You must bring your student ID to the exam session.
5) Class rules regarding use of Mobile devices will be enforced (including removal from the exam if the device makes any sort of noise).